
THESIS ON MUTUAL FUNDS IN INDIA

The growth rate in fund mobilisation also confirms the picture. The mutual fund industry in India had grown several folds
in terms of number of schemes, funds.

Mutual Funds save your time and make investing easy and convenient. Still, the top 10 performing funds
hiked their exposure to the construction sectors from 4. The period could range from fifteen days to as long as
two years or more. This was years before Christ and there was this man called Joseph, who was the adviser to
the Egyptian Pharaoh, the king there. Their growth opportunities and risks associated are like any equity-
oriented scheme 8. Same thing; you are investing in underlying companies. This limits investment risk by
reducing the effect of a possible decline in the value of any one security. Why the stability is so important to
new investors? Abraham: Kalpen, DSP has clearly marked out investment manager styles. That is, each time
one buys or sells units in the fund, a charge will be payable. Such funds have comparatively high risks. I agree
with Chandreshâ€”asset allocation funds Gupta: Passive fixed income products and not active ones. So I think
there is an embrace of technology. The aggregate corpus of funds managed by this category of AMCs is about
Rsbn. All three aggressive hybrid mutual fund schemes that were on the list managed to retain their positions
in August. There are two parts to it. Of every month Everyday Guarantee Maximum Rs. However, the
investors should also consider the performance track record and service standards of the mutual fund, which
are more important. These funds are not affected because of fluctuations in equity markets. The benefits have
been broadly split into universal benefits, applicable to all schemes and benefits applicable specifically to
open-ended schemes. What are some other ways? Higher Alpha indicates that the portfolio performance has
outstripped the returns predicted by the market. Parekh: I hope SIP is not the great product of the past because
when we sold it in the last few years, it was with permanency in mind and we have said it was forever. This
charge is used by the mutual fund for marketing and distribution expenses. Ashwani Bhatia: So, typically
when an investor comes in, he has a certain expectation of return. Mutual funds invest in a broad range of
securities. More significant than this stupendous growth has been the regulatory changes that the capital
market watchdog, Securities and Exchange Board of India, introduced in the past two years. By being
transparent about what your fund team intends to do gives the intermediary as well as the end investor a fair
chance of getting the probability of success better.


